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Defining Terms: What is Maritime Single Window?

• IMO has mandated that all member states must have 
implemented maritime single window functionality by 
January 1,2024

• In its most basic form, maritime single window is:
– An electronic portal for submitting regulated information to relevant 

authorities for ship clearance purposes

– Each data element submitted once via the same portal & re-used to 
maximum extent possible

– Access granted to government authorities as per pre-established
information-sharing agreements



Current Vessel Clearance Process in Canada

• Currently, vessels calling Canadian ports submit multiple reports 
to multiple authorities:
– Transport Canada 

– Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)

– Canadian Coast Guard (CCG)

– Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC)

– Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), etc. . . 

• Repetition of data elements, different platforms, outdated
reporting methods, lack of standardization

• Administrative burden on ship’s master and marine agent

• Many opportunities for error, delay / NO opportunities for  
harmonization, efficiency, data-sharing



Benefits of Moving to MSW Environment

• MSW facilitates two levels of data sharing: 
– Ability to share regulated information among government 

departments and agencies 

– Ability to leverage this information by connecting to other digital 
platforms 

• Key benefits:  
– Enhanced efficiency of vessel reporting and clearance processes

– More fully optimized port call process

– More integrated supply chain operations overall



Why is Canada Lagging Behind on MSW?

• Longstanding debate over who should assume leadership or 
ownership of this file
– Game of “hot potato” between Transport Canada and CBSA

• Both authorities extensively involved in ship clearance 
process, but Transport Canada best-suited to lead on MSW:
– Policy and operational expertise in marine mode

– Role as Canada’s representative at IMO

– Canada’s de facto “maritime authority”

• Political will also plays strong role in driving progress



Can MSW Address Canada’s Supply Chain Challenges?

• Recommendations of National Supply Chain Task Force have 
many linkages to MSW agenda:

– Closer collaboration among government authorities whose 
mandates intersect with supply chain operations

– Single point of submission for regulatory reporting purposes AND 
harmonized reporting requirements

– National supply chain digitization and data sharing strategy



IMO Work to Support MSW Implementation

• IMO (regulator) working with Bimco (shipowner) and IAPH 
(ports) to develop tools to support transition to MSW

• Compendium on Facilitation and Electronic Business:

– Reference manual for software developers with focus on: 

• Technical and operational standards

• Harmonized data structures & common interface

• Ultimate goal of international interoperability



IMO Work to Support MSW Implementation

• Maritime Single Window Symposium: 

– Sharing of information & best practices among member states

• From developing to advanced

– Experiences and critical success factors:

• Legal and governance legwork

• Collaboration among government authorities

• Situate MSW within larger digital ecosystem and strategy

• Overcome institutional resistance with political will and appropriate 
leadership



In Conclusion . . .

• Will Canada seize the opportunity presented by the IMO 
deadline to start working on MSW in a meaningful way?

– Benefits of MSW are clear 

– Tools and best practices are readily available

– Political will is building due to supply chain challenges

– Time for Transport Canada to assume its leadership role is now
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